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=  15:8 MeV and S
0
= 32 MeV. Having the
compressibility modulus K ' 200 MeV, this EoS allows







is the solar mass.
II. LIGHT DIBARYONS
Consider a mixture of nucleons and dibaryons with the
total baryon density 
B


















































of dibaryon-nucleon and dibaryon-dibaryon interactions.
Following [6] we assume here that dibaryons are com-
posed of neutrons (having isospin zero), obey Bose statis-
tics, and occupy, therefore, single lowest-energy state.
They are compact systems. Thus we may assume that
they do not undergo the Mott transition in the baryon
matter at densities we are interested in.
Consider rst the case of a small dibaryon concentra-
tion. Expanding (2) in 
D
0


























































































































Minimizing (3) with respect to 
D
0
, we nd that for  > 0





































To model the unknown dibaryon-nucleon interaction we
assume that D
0












is the Fermi energy




























i = n; p. The exotic internal structure of light dibaryon
states implies that the parameter  is small. Specically,
ref. [3, 10] put a constraint 0:1
>

  0. A naive quark
counting would give, on the other hand,  = 2 (such an
assumption is analogous to that one in ref. [14]). A re-




























scattering length. It can be estimated using the assump-
tion, justied in the bag model [7], that the hard core































































= 0. Then we have
 ' 610 MeV  fm
 3
.
Applying now the results (5) to atomic nuclei we nd









< 0. Thus, the dibaryon interpretation
of experiments [2, 3, 6] does not contradict the atomic
nucleus experiments, if their interaction with nucleons is,
indeed, suÆciently weak. Note, that choosing  = 2,






















. This would evidently con-
tradict the known properties of nuclei. The critical value






















We turn now to NS, which could in principle contain
an admixture of dibaryons. Consider a NS consisting
of neutrons, protons, dibaryons, electrons, and muons.
Following the assumptions above we model the nucleon-


























with i = n; p. The chemical potentials of nucleons and





































The composition of the NS matter is controlled by con-
ditions of charge-neutrality and -equilibrium [15]. The






tions (in line with the standard procedure [15]) show that
the presence of dibaryons would completely change the
NS composition. Dibaryons appear at very small densi-





. With further increase of the baryon density they
expel protons and strongly reduce the neutron concentra-




















The total energy density, E
tot
, is given by (2) plus the
kinetic energy of the leptons. The latter contributions
are very small since the number of leptons, being equal










   
   
   















FIG. 1: Pressure of the NS matter as a function of the energy
density with and without dibaryons. Numbers in brackets





in fm). The curve for the
dibaryon-free case is scaled by factor 0.1.
to the number of protons, is suppressed in presence of










where the sum goes over all species present in the system.







+ E, of the NS matter
with and without dibaryons, calculated for various values





. We observe that dibaryons
make the EoS very soft. In presence of dibaryons the
pressure is typically smaller by an order of magnitude
than that one without dibaryons. The stiness of EoS is











= 1 fm, corresponding to the most sti EoS
among those presented in Fig. 1, the maximum mass of
the NS, as we calculated, is signicantly less than the
observational lower limit 1:4M













would not lead to the increase of the NS maximummass
up to 1:4M

. EoS becomes softer if one assigns dibaryons
to the isospin one states, assuming thereby the existence
of charged dibaryons. The same happens for nite values





= 1 fm, the pressure would
be negative in some density interval, indicating that the
system would undergo the collapse to a superdense state,
which would be bound even in the absence of the gravity.
Thus, the analysis above, allows us to conclude that
the existence of the light dibaryons would be in severe
contradiction with information on NS masses.
III. NUCLEON RESONANCES
We turn now to another possible interpretation of ex-
periments [2, 3] with the help of exotic nucleon reso-




























= 48 MeV. We denote neutral and







with neutrons and protons. Our treatment of the N
0
resonances in the NS matter is similar to that one for
hyperons, cf. [15]. However, the critical density for the
appearance of N
0
is much smaller due to the smaller N
0
mass. In line with ref. [2, 5], we assume that the N
0
resonances have the quark structure quite dierent from
the nucleon one, and, therefore, the Pauli principle is not
operating between them and nucleons.
The energy density of the system with the baryon den-
sity 
B



































































resonance counted from the nucleon mass. Similarly to



























for this case) we expand (7) in 
N
0
and obtain for the







































































terms but dropped the higher
order terms, and 
(0)
N
is dened, as in (3). Minimization




























































and zero otherwise. As for dibaryons,
we express the N
0
1
chemical potential through the nu-






















 0. For 
0
=
0 there are no N
0








> 0 and 
(0)
N
< 0. A quark counting
suggests 
0


















 9 MeV in atomic





























, even if N
0
resonances
are absent in atomic nuclei, they could be produced and
detected in nuclear reactions. This is, however, not the
case. Therefore, 
0
should be small and for small 
0
the
existence of light nucleon resonances would not contradict
known properties of atomic nuclei.
4Consider now the NS matter in -equilibrium consist-








































































where the nucleon potentials, V
n;p









' 0:3 fm. The chemical potentials
of nucleons and N
0






























































































The composition of the NS matter would be signi-










= 0:3 fm neutron and proton concentrations





approximation of homogeneous medium) with neutrons,
being replaced, rst, by n
0
1



























resonances do not appear. The pressure of the
NS matter with N
0
resonances is shown in Fig. 2 (left





resonances make the EoS softer, decreasing the
pressure by factor about 2 to 5 for 0  
0
 1 and





 1 fm. The softness of EoS increases





. In the right
panel of Fig. 2 we show the masses of NS cores as a
function of central baryon densities, 
c
. The full dots
indicate the maximummasses of NS, M
max
. Since astro-





we can conclude from Fig. 2 that the existence of N
0
res-
onances would contradict information on the NS masses
for 
0






















2 fm. A further stiening of the EoS of nu-
clear matter (1) would not help since then N
0
resonances
would appear at even smaller densities, leading to the
same consequences for NS.
IV. LIGHT PIONS
We follow now the assumption of ref. [9] that there
exist light pions (e) whose strong coupling constant is
essentially suppressed.
Our approach here is similar to that one used for pion
condensate systems, cf. [16, 17] and refs. therein. Nega-











. Having a suppressed














          
   
   
   























FIG. 2: Left panel: Pressure as a function of the relativistic












in fm). Right panel: The NS mass as a function
of the central baryon density. The line styles are identical in
both panels.
strong coupling constant, light negative pions satisfy the
Klein-Gordon equation





] = 0; (10)
where  is the e
 
wave function and V is the Coulomb
potential well. Multiplying (10) by 

and averaging over
the volume we nd the solution




















d~r. The critical value of the pion
energy ! at the e
 





for isospin-symmetrical nuclei. For the light pions the
Compton wave length is  10 fm that is larger than the




Let us rst model a nucleus as a spherical potential




=R for r <
R ' 1:2A
1=3
fm and V = 0 for r > R, where e is the
electron charge and A is an atomic number. Then the
pion spectrum follows from the equation kR cot(kR) =

















In the limit Rm
e
 1 the spectrum of deeply bound
states can be found from the condition cos(kR) = 0 and
in the opposite limit,Rm
e
 1, from sin(kR) = 0. In the
most favored case for the e
 
condensation (cos(kR) = 0)

























> 50 MeV, and the
critical condition is not yet achieved. Solution of (11)
with the realistic Coulomb potential does not change this
conclusion. Thus, there is no e
 
condensate in atomic
nuclei, their size and the value of the Coulomb eld are
too small for that.
In refs. [17, 18] it was argued that, if there existed light
bosons of the mass < 30 MeV, then there could exist
exotic objects, "nuclei-stars", of an arbitrary size, hav-
ing the density   
0
, and being bound by strong and



































FIG. 3: Left panel: Pressure of the NS matter as a function
of the relativistic energy density without (solid line) and with
(dashed line) the presence of light pions e. Right panel: The
NS mass as a function of the central baryon density. The line
styles are the same in both panels.
electromagnetic interactions. The light pion proposed in
ref. [9] could play such a role. To demonstrate this idea,
let us consider the spherical nuclear ball of a constant
density ' 
0




sisting of A nucleons. Then we may neglect both surface










Minimizing the energy over Z at xed A, we get Z=A '
0:41 and the corresponding binding energy E
N
=A '
 5:7 MeV. Although this quantity is slightly larger
than the binding energy per particle for the  particle
( 7 MeV), the e-nucleus cannot decay into  particles
and light pions or atomic nuclei and light pions. The to-
tal energy per particle of +2 e is   7 MeV+m
e
=2 =
3 MeV. This is larger than the energy per particle of the
initial bound state ('  5:7 MeV). (This, however, does
not exclude a possibility of the weak radioactive decays
of e-nuclei.) At nite temperature (excitation energy)
T > T
c1
 several MeV the binding energy reaches zero
and condensate melts. The system, however, still ex-
ists as a whole, being in a metastable state, until excess
of energy is smaller than Zm
e
. Such an excited object
cools down via - and -radiation from weak e decays.




the system decays, expanding into the
vacuum.
Consider light pions in NS matter. Here we rst as-




dibaryon do not ex-
ist as elementary particles, and the experiments [2, 3, 5]
are explained with the help of the usual nucleons and
the light pions only. In case of homogeneous baryon
matter e
 





, when the electron chemical potential
reached m
e





, and the positive proton charge is compensated
by the negative charge of e
 
meson condensate. It leads,







' 0:44, increasing further with
the baryon density. Second, with the e
 
condensate the
EoS of NS matter becomes softer, as it is illustrated in












P = 0) even in the absence of the gravity. The softening
of the EoS reduces the maximal mass of the NS but still
keeps this value above the observational limit of 1:4M

.
Thus the existence of light pions would not contradict the
observed NS masses. If light pions coexist with N' reso-
nances and/or D' baryons the EoS would be softer than
in the case without light pions. Such a situation would
contradict to observable neutron star masses.
In heavy-ion collisions, e mesons would contribute to
dilepton spectra and could be seen as a peak in the dilep-
ton spectrum at  20 MeV energy.
V. SUMMARY
Being motivated by recent experimental studies [2, 3,
6] and their interpretations, we have investigated how the
existence of exotic light dibaryon, nucleon resonance and
pion states, would manifest itself in nuclear systems. We
have shown that dibaryons and N
0
resonances below the
N threshold would be absent in atomic nuclei, if their
interactions with nucleons are suÆciently small, as it is
demanded by their production rates. Also light pions
cannot be accumulated in atomic nuclei.
In the neutron star matter the new exotic states could
manifest themselves remarkably: they would drastically
change the composition of a neutron star and make the
equation of state much softer. The equation of state
with dibaryons and nucleon resonances becomes so soft
that it would not be able to support neutron stars with
the observed masses. Thus the dibaryon and nucleon-
resonance interpretations of the above mentioned exper-
iments should be questioned.
The existence of light pions would not lead to a contra-
diction with observed neutron star masses. The presence






) and \nuclei-stars" of arbitrary size, bound
by strong and electromagnetic interactions.
Thus, the importance of astrophysical consequences of
the low-mass resonance states should strongly motivate
further experimental investigations, as well as a search
for new theoretical interpretations.
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